
Reasons to recall Irvine Mayor Christina Shea 
Mayor Christina Shea serves her own interests and big developers, not Irvine residents. Recently, in a 

backroom political deal, then-Councilmember Shea became Irvine’s first unelected Mayor in the past 30 years, 
when former Mayor Donald Wagner resigned to become County Supervisor.  In 2016, Shea benefitted from 
more than $100,000 in outside campaign funding from developers to win election to the Council.  Once 
elected, Shea promoted Measure B — the developer-backed scheme to replace the planned, designed, and 
CalVet-approved Veterans Cemetery on the City-owned “ARDA” site alongside the Great Park with office, 
industrial and other terrible traffic-inducing development.  In 2018, Irvine voters overwhelmingly defeated 
Shea’s Measure B, 63% to 37%. Yet, Shea stubbornly refuses to accept the will of the people.  As Irvine’s 
unelected Mayor, she remains determined to defeat the Veterans Cemetery at the ARDA site in favor of more 
unwanted development.  To honor the will of the people, build the beautiful Veterans Memorial Park & 
Cemetery at the ARDA site, and restore integrity to the Mayor’s office, Christina Shea must be recalled, 
removed from office, and replaced by an elected Mayor who puts the interests of Irvine residents first. 

• BEHOLDEN TO DEVELOPER. She is relentless in her effort to move the planned and designed State Veterans 
Cemetery away from the Great Park ARDA site in order to transfer control of the City-owned Great Park 
property to developer FivePoint for their massive development. 

• CORRUPT. FivePoint spent $106,088 to promote Shea’s successful 2016 reelection campaign for City Council. 

• UNELECTED. Shea was not elected Mayor.  She was automatically assigned the position as the former 
Mayor Pro Tem when former Mayor Don Wagner resigned to become County Supervisor. 

• GAY-BASHER. Shea, in 1989, led the campaign to bash the LGBTQ+ community with a successful ballot 
measure that removed “sexual orientation” from the City’s non-discrimination ordinance.  She told the LA 
Times, “I don’t want gay pride festivals or public sex in bathrooms in my city.” 

Recently, Shea teamed up with Carroll (and Councilmember Anthony Kuo) to reject a proposal to fly the 
rainbow “Pride Flag” at City Hall — in recognition of 50 years of progress in overcoming discrimination 
against gays, lesbians and others made to suffer because of their sexual orientation. 

• CLIMATE DENIER. In June 2019, Shea attended the annual meeting of the U.S. Conference of Mayors 
attended by 226 U.S. mayors.  Shea was one of just a half-dozen mayors to vote NO on four resolutions to 
combat climate change. 

• ANTI-IMMIGRANT. At the same Conference, Shea voted NO on all seven resolutions calling for the dignified 
and humane treatment of asylum seekers and other immigrants seeking refuge in the United States.  She 
also chose to attack Professor Kev Abazajian’s Armenian heritage by spelling out his full birth name, Kevork 
Nazar Abazajian, to highlight his non-Anglo-Saxon name, intending to mean “unwanted immigrant.” 

Reasons to recall Councilmember Michael Carroll 
In a backroom political deal, Christina Shea became Irvine’s unelected Mayor on April 3, 2019. Six weeks 

later, Shea voted to appoint Michael Carroll to fill her vacated seat on the City Council.  This two-step 
maneuver enabled Michael Carroll to become an Irvine City Councilmember without Irvine voters having any 
say in the matter.  Since his appointment to City Council, Carroll has worked to defeat the long-planned, 
designed, and CalVet-approved Veterans Cemetery, which would be State-built and State-operated on the 
City-owned “ARDA” site alongside the Great Park.  Carroll ignores the will of the people, aligning himself with 
Shea and developers and their scheme to replace the planned Veterans Cemetery on the 125-acre ARDA site 
and pave the way for massive development and added traffic.  Irvine residents deserve to have an elected 
Councilmember who is beholden to the people rather than beholden to an unelected Mayor and billion-dollar 
developers.  If we ever expect to see the Veterans Memorial Park & Cemetery at the ARDA site alongside the 
Great Park, we must recall and remove Michael Carroll from the City Council and replace him with an elected 
Councilmember who respects the will of the people. 

• UNELECTED. Michael Carroll was appointed to the City Council by Mayor Shea, and Councilmembers Kuo & 
Khan, all beholden to developer FivePoint. 

• GAY-BASHER. Councilmember Carroll condemned the Pride Flag as a “spectacle of divisiveness.” 

• ANTI-IMMIGRANT. He attacked Professor Kev Abazajian’s Armenian heritage by spelling out his full birth name, 
Kevork Nazar Abazajian, to highlight his non-Anglo-Saxon name, intending to mean “unwanted immigrant.” 


